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CIA's Role in the Study of UFOs, — Central Intelligence Agency
Project Blue Book was one of a series of systematic studies of
unidentified flying objects (UFOs) . AFR again stated that
Blue Book could discuss UFO cases with the media only if they
were regarded as having a conventional explanation. .
exhibited by Project Bluebook (sic) won't solve the mystery
and serve only.
UFO Sightings & News | History & Psychology of UFOs
The project, which included a study code-named Project Blue
Book, Luis Elizondo, who led the Pentagon effort to
investigate U.F.O.s (The Alaska senator had been a pilot in
the Army's air force, flying transport missions over China
during World War II.) . Solve in minutes with our bite-size
mini puzzles.
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UFO Sightings: Lubbock Lights Remain a Mystery - HISTORY
and the mystery that took years to solve Later that day,
Beason showed Dew a series of slides. significance, she sent
them to Beason, who had worked in book publishing. Dew only
knew of one UFO place – Roswell, New Mexico, just a state
away. .. It was good for the project.” 30 Sep
Project Blue Book - Wikipedia
In mid, a United States Army Air Forces balloon crashed at a
ranch near Roswell, New The sequence of events was triggered
by the crash of a Project Mogul . wrote that the intended
effect was achieved: "the story died the next day ". The first
conspiracy book about Roswell was The Roswell Incident () by .
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Retrieved from " https: Berlitz and Moore's narrative was
dominant until the late s when other authors, attracted by the
commercial potential of writing about Roswell, started
producing rival accounts.
Thepublicwasconvincedtheywerereal.Wednesday29thMarch While
most scientists now dismissed flying saucers reports as a
quaint part of the s and s, some in the Agency and in the
Intelligence Community shifted their interest to studying
parapsychology and psychic phenomena associated with UFO
sightings. Sleeper noted that Hynek had publicly accused Blue
Book of shoddy science, and further asked Hynek to offer
advice on how Blue Book could improve its scientific methods.
But not everyone had waited for the government to start
looking into the matter.
Hewasanexperiencedairman,havingbeendecoratedforhiseffortswiththeA
example, he recommended that the entire project be terminated
because no new information concerning UFOs had surfaced.
Eventually, Ruppelt requested reassignment; at his departure
in Augusthis staff had been reduced from more than ten precise
numbers of personnel varied to just two subordinates and .
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